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North London facilities join studio group

Miloco Studios has announced new partnerships with Unity
Mastering and Blue Pro Mastering.

Miloco has stated that the mastering arena was already "competitive
enough" and, as such, decided to team up with two existing Mastering
studios to launch the new venture. 

With 18 studios spread across the UK and Europe, Miloco now offers
full  services from pre-production through to manufacture.

Located in Maida Vale, North West London, Unity is a double height
daylit mastering room built by one of the UK’s top mastering engineers,
Chris Parmenidis. One of Unity’s unique qualities is its unusually high
ceiling. It offers a full  vinyl cutting console run by a Maselec MTC2,
designed by the legendary genius engineer / producer / designer, Leif
Masses.

Madonna, Jay Sean, Sugababes, Amy Winehouse, Josh Ritter,
Portishead, Mika, Paolo Nutini and Groove Armada have all  used
Unity's services in the past.

Blue Pro Mastering was founded by Alexander Balfour in 2001. Based
in Hornsey, North London, Blue Pro offers audio mastering in addition
to both CD & DVD Duplication and Replication services. The studio is
built around the Maselec MTC2 but includes many other options from
Maselec as well,  such as the classic MEA-2 Equaliser, MLA-2
Compressor and a more recent addition, the MPL-2 De-Esser and
Brickwall Limiter. Blue Pro’s resident engineers are John Webber and
Jerome Schmitt.
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